
INTRODUCTION

The recycling issue has come into prominence due to

exhaustion of natural sources as well as the fact that

textiles is an industry that is harmful for the environ-

ment. Other environmentally-friendly applications in

textiles are carried out with strategies including

“clean production”, “recover/reuse”, “reduction of

waste in the first place”, “product modification”, “recy-

cle”, “energy recovery”, and “waste utilization”.

Because of great production volumes, approximately

one million tons of waste are generated in Turkey by

the textile industry each year. If total recovery would

be possible, this would be equal to 17% of annual

national unginned cotton [2]. It is quite difficult to

investigate recycling in textile production issue under

one title because raw material, machinery, energy

types and costs, environmental interactions during

processes and recyclability of products are not the

same [3]. Recycling is mostly carried out during spin-

ning. Open end spinning utilizes recycled fibers in

great ratios, as the open-end rotor spinning method

allows use of shorter fibers compared to ring spinning

[4]. 

However, the wastes that are generated in the end of

apparel manufacturing processes are fabric roll start

and end pieces (approximately 15% of whole fabric),

spread cutting leftovers, and defective fabric pieces

[3]. The wastage ratios of carded yarn production is

5.5–10.5%, combed yarn production is 12%, and this

ratio approaches 23% at fabric and apparel manu-

facturing steps [5]. Significant raw material recovery

can be achieved, if the wastes of the apparel manu-

facturing and spinning are utilized.

There are different methods of recycling including

product recovery, chemical recovery and thermal

recovery [6]. The structural and mechanical proper-

ties of fabrics produced from textile wastes, and their

utilization areas [7–11], the utilization potential of

polyester/cotton blend fabrics in composite materials

[12] and production possibilities and production

parameters of recycled yarns [13–18] have been the

subjects of recent studies. However, studies relating
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For a sustainable life, new strategies have come to the forefront relating to design, production and recycling processes
in textiles and apparel manufacturing industries. In this study, woven fabrics consisting of weft threads from recycled
cotton fiber, original cotton fiber and original polyester fiber (35%/65% polyester/recycled cotton, 35%/65%
polyester/original cotton) were made to order in a textile firm and have been investgated in terms of surface defects and
apparel manufacturing efficiency. The types and numbers of defects obtained during inspection were recorded and
evaluated by using Pareto analysis. The percentage of surface/fabric defective products in all defects is 78.57% for
35%/65% polyester-recycled cotton fabrics and 69.09% for that in 35%/65% polyester-original cotton fabrics. The
percentage of second quality products at the end of apparel manufacturing is 4.9% for recycled cotton fabric products
and 2.75% for original cotton fabrics. 
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Analiza defectelor de suprafață și a eficienței producției de îmbrăcăminte pentru țesăturile din bumbac
reciclat și în amestec

Pentru o dezvoltare durabilă, noi strategii sunt implementate privind procesele de proiectare, producție și reciclare în
industria textilă și de îmbracăminte. În acest studiu, țesăturile realizate din bumbac reciclat, bumbac original și poliester
original (35%/65% poliester/bumbac reciclat, 35%/65% poliester/bumbac original) au fost utilizate într-o companie
producătoare de îmbrăcăminte și au fost analizate, în ceea ce privește defectele de suprafață și eficiența producției.
Tipurile și numărul de defecte identificate în timpul inspecției au fost înregistrate și evaluate utilizând analiza Pareto.
Procentul de produse cu defecte de suprafață din totalul defectelor este de 78,57%, pentru țesăturile din 35%/65%
poliester/bumbac reciclat și 69,09% pentru țesăturile din 35%/65% polyester/bumbac original. Procentul de produse de
calitatea a doua, la sfârșitul producției de îmbrăcăminte este de 4,9% pentru produsele din țesături din bumbac reciclat
și de 2,75% pentru țesăturile din bumbac original.

Cuvinte-cheie: țesătură reciclată, calitatea țesăturii, calitatea a doua, deșeuri, eficiența producției de îmbrăcăminte



to the defects of fabrics produced from recycled

fibers and their effect on the apparel manufacturing

are not sufficient.  

Defect formation during woven fabric production is

inevitable regardless of the raw material. In the stud-

ies which have been conducted in toweling fabric [19]

and apparel fabric [20, 21] weaving factories in order

for determination and statistical evaluation of fabric

defects, it was reported that 95% of problems which

occur due to fabric defects can be solved by means

of seven technical methods. These methods are flow

chart, check sheet, cause effect diagram, histogram,

scatter diagram, and control cards [22–23]. Woven

fabric defects are deviations, which occur regionally,

affect fabric appearance, change fabric structure and

cause special changes in regional limitation [24].

Fabric defects have been defined by Turkish

Standards Institute as “defects in fabrics which are

caused by the yarn, auxiliary material, labor, machin-

ery, equipment or working method, and can be seen

and evaluated with eye and impair fabric appear-

ance” [25]. 

In this study, it was aimed to determine and define

defects that can be encountered on fabrics in a fac-

tory, which produces shirting fabrics from yarns of

recycled cotton fibers and their blends (regenerated

yarns, as known in the industry). The most common

defects were investigated through Pareto analysis

among statistical process control methods.

Following, the efficiency of two fabrics made to order

were compared by investigating defective pieces

generated during sorting processes in apparel manu-

facturing and second-quality product amount formed

at the end of production.

MATERIAL and METHOD

Material 

The study has been carried out at a factory of yarn-

weaving (315 weaving machines) in Denizli (Turkey).

This study has been conducted in a factory, located

in Denizli province, (consisting of spinning and weav-

ing mills), which has 315 weaving machines and pro-

duces home textiles (such as bedlinens) –, shirting,

trouser and clothing fabrics. In the study, white shirt-

ing fabrics (weft threads of 35/65% polyester/recy-

cled cotton and 35/65% polyester/original cotton)

produced for two women’s shirt orders were investi-

gated. The warp thread was 100-denier polyester

yarn for all fabrics which were woven with plain

weave repeat. The recycled yarns were produced

in the open-end spinning section of the mentioned
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factory. The recycled fibers were obtained from Uşak

province. The length of the polyester staple fiber is

38 mm. In woven fabrics, both weft and warp threads

influence the physical and mechanical properties of

the fabrics. In the industry, polyester fibers are pre-

ferred in blends for avoiding problems that can occur

due to recycled yarns. In this study, no changes have

been made in warp density and type. On the other

hand, only changes to weft threads were made. In

table 1, the density and weight values of fabrics that

were produced for orders are shown. 

Method

Woven raw fabrics were investigated manually by

using a light board. The controls were carried out on

the raw fabric. Pareto analysis, among statistical pro-

cess control methods, was used for statistical analy-

sis of defect numbers obtained from the fabric

inspection.  

The defects that are classified in fabric inspection

sheets used in the current study can be grouped in

three main classes; defects in weft direction, defects

in warp direction and other defects. The defects in

weft direction are full-width double wefts, half-width

double wefts, full-width broken weft, half-width bro-

ken weft, stop mark, weft fiber in color, soiled-

greased weft, thin-thick weft, excessive weft density.

The defects in warp direction are broken warp,

excessive warp density, loose-tight warp, warp fiber

in color, stained-greased warp, thin  thick warp, dou-

ble warps, missing warp, temple mark; and other

defects include hole/tear/burst, slub, bad selvedge,

knot, batch difference, and ripple effect.

All fabrics are received to the factory in two batches

and in white color. Shirts were cut and sewn in the

apparel supplier of the factory in Denizli. Apparel

manufacturing processes have been carried out and

then apparel manufacturing efficiency, and second

quality ratios were determined. 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION

Woven fabric defect numbers and Pareto

analysis

In table 2, the width, length and grams per square

information of fabrics produced for the orders are

shown. According to this, 9 rolls from the 35% PES –

65% r-Cotton fabric, and 8 rolls from the 35% PES –

65% Cotton fabric were investigated.  

In total, 2372 meters of 35% PES – 65% r-Cotton and

2360 meters of 35% PES and 65% Cotton fabrics

woven for orders were investigated and the obtained

FABRIC PROPERTIES

Order

number

Weft thread

raw material 

Weft thread

Ne

Density (thread/cm) Weight

(g/m2)

Roll

number

Total 

(m)Warp Weft

1 35% PES – 65% r-Cotton 20/1 30 25 100 9 2372

2 35% PES – 65% Cotton 20/1 30 25 100 8 2360

Table 1



fabric defects were recorded in inspection sheets.
The defects in the outermost 3 centimeters of fabric
width were ignored. In case there are more than one
defects in a running meter of the fabric, the defect
with the highest penalty points was recorded into the
control card. Pareto analysis, among statistical pro-
cess control methods, was used for the statistical
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analysis of the defect numbers obtained from the fab-
ric inspection. 
The numbers of defects obtained from 35% – 65%
r-Cotton fabric rolls are given in table 3. Accordingly,
the total number of defects obtained from 9 rolls is 293.
The numbers of defects obtained from 35% – 65%
Cotton fabric rolls are given in table 4. Accordingly,

STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES OF THE INVESTIGATED FABRICS

35% PES – 65% r-Cotton fabrics

Fabric roll number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Fabric roll length (m) 347 248 150 222 373 286 276 175 295

Fabric roll width (cm) 159 160 161 159.5 160 160 161 160 160

Weight (g/m2) 103 110 109 105 101 100 102 109 105

35% PES – 65% Cotton fabrics

Fabric roll number 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Fabric roll length (m) 228 293 305 345 380 253 246 310

Fabric roll width (cm) 160 159.5 160 160 159.5 160 160 161

Weight (g/m2) 102 100 103 101 101 100 109 104

Table 2

NUMBERS OF DEFECTS FOUND ON 35% PES – 65% R-COTTON FABRIC ROLLS

Defect name 1st roll 2nd roll 3rd roll 4th roll 5th roll 6th roll 7th roll 8th roll 9th roll

Full-width double wefts 5 3 2 2 4 2 6 1 3

Double wefts half-width or less 3 3 3 4 2 2 2 2

Full-width broken weft 1

Half-width broken weft 7 3 4 3 7 8 7 8 8

Stop mark 5 4 2 4 5 3 6 2 4

Fiber in color 3 1 4 3 1

Soiled-greased weft 2 3 5

Thin-thick weft 4 3 3 5 3

Excessive weft density 2

Broken warp 4 4 3 6 5 4 4 2 1

Excessive warp density 1 1 1 1

Tight-loose warp 2

Drawing-in defect 1 1

Lattice 1

Warp fiber in color 1

Soiled-greased warp 1 1 2 3 1 3

Thin thick warp 1

Double warps 1

Missing warp 1

Temple mark 1

Hole-tear-burst 1

Slub 1 4 6 1 4 1

Bad selvedge 1 3 1 4 4 4

Knot 3 1 1 1 3 1

Soil grease stain 2 3 2 1

Number of defects in the roll 33 24 19 33 55 30 42 30 27

Total defect number 293

Table 3



the total number of defects obtained from 8 rolls is
202.
In the defect report sheet, the defects are listed in
descending order in terms of their numbers, and
defect percentages and cumulative rates are given
as in table 5. 
Among the 25 woven fabric defects obtained from
35% – 65% r-Cotton fabric rolls, the Pareto diagram
shown in figure 1 has been arranged in order to
determine 80% of the defects based on data gath-
ered from table 5. In the conducted Pareto analysis,
it was seen that half-width broken weft (18.77%), stop
mark (11.95%), broken warp (11.26%), full-width weft
(8.42%), double wefts half width or less (7.17%),
thin-thick weft (6.14%), slub (5.80%), bad selvedge
(5.80%), fiber in color (4.10%) which take the highest
9 ranks constitute 80.55% of all defects. 
Among the 25 woven fabric defects obtained from
35% PES – 65% Cotton fabric rolls, the Pareto dia-
gram shown in figure 2 has been arranged in order to
determine 80% of the defects based on data gath-
ered from table 5. In the conducted Pareto analysis,
it was seen that broken warp (13.86%), stop mark
(12.87%), slub (10.40%), double wefts half-width or
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less (8.91%), full-width double wefts (8.42%), bad
selvedge (7.92%), half-width broken weft (5.94%),
soiled greased warp (5.45%), knot (4.95%) which
take the highest 9 ranks constitute 78.71% of all
defects. 
For the two fabric groups, if the first nine of twenty-
five defect types can be avoided, it may be possible
to decrease wastage amount by 80%.
When table 5, figures 1 and 2 are investigated, it will
be seen that the rankings of defect types are different
in 35% PES – 65% r-Cotton and 35% – 65% Cotton
fabrics. The half-width broken weft defect, which
ranks the first and constitutes 18.77% of all defects in
the 35%PES – 65% r-Cotton fabric occurred due to
the production method of the recycled cotton thread
or fiber content. In the original fabrics, half-width bro-
ken weft defect descends to the seventh rank with a
percent of 5.94%. It is thought that the strength of
weft threads decreases due to the fiber quality in the
recycled yarns and this leads to weft breaks. Ersoy
and Şenol reported in their study, related to yarn pro-
duction from recycled fibers, that variations in mass
per unit length increases based on yarn formation
at high rotor speed and; hence, unevenness value

NUMBERS OF DEFECTS FOUND ON 35% PES – 65% COTTON FABRIC ROLLS

Defect name 1st roll 2nd roll 3rd roll 4th roll 5th roll 6th roll 7th roll 8th roll

Full-width double wefts 1 1 2 2 3 5 1 2

Double wefts half-width or less 2 2 3 4 2 2 3

Full-width broken weft 1 1

Half-width broken weft 1 2 1 1 1 1 3 2

Stop mark 4 4 2 4 5 3 2 2

Fiber in color

Soiled-greased weft 3 1 2

Thin-thick weft 1 3 2 3

Excessive weft density 1

Broken warp 4 2 1 8 5 4 1 3

Excessive warp density 1 1 1 1 1

Tight-loose warp 2

Drawing-in defect 1 1

Lattice 1

Warp fiber in color 1

Soiled-greased warp 1 2 4 3 1

Thin thick warp 1

Double warps 1

Missing warp 1

Temple mark 1

Hole-tear-burst 1

Slub 1 2 1 5 7 1 4

Bad selvedge 3 4 4 1 4

Knot 1 1 3 1 1 3

Soil grease stain 2 1 1 3 2

Number of defects in the roll 19 21 19 36 41 25 24 17

Total defect number 202

Table 4



increases. Cotton fibers are shorter than polyester

fibers. Moreover, in a group of cotton fibers, fibers of

different lengths and thicknesses are present. When

this situation is taken into consideration, the uneven-

ness of a thread increases with increment in its cot-

ton content [26]. Thus, specifical defects present on

recycled fabrics are half-width broken weft, thin thick

weft and fiber in color defects. 

Whereas half-width broken defect and thin thick weft

defects are caused by yarn unevenness, another

special defect found in recycled fabrics is fiber in

color. In the first production step of recycled yarn

manufacturing which is waste sorting, separation of
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colored fabric pieces and mixing of colored fibers

during sorting are considered to be the reason for this

defect. 

The stop mark (11.95%), broken warp (11.26%), full-

width double wefts (8.42%), slub (5.80%), bad

selvedge (5.80%) defects found on 35% PES – 65%

r-Cotton fabrics are considered as mechanical and

labor defects [25]. Consequently, these are defects

not related to the production and quality of the recy-

cled yarns but are defects that occur during weaving.

The defects, which have been commonly encoun-

tered within the scope of this study, are given in fig-

ure 3. 

DISTRIBUTION OF DEFECTS IN THE FABRICS

Defect

order

35% PES – 65% r-Cotton fabrics 35% PES – 65% Cotton fabrics

Defect

name

Number

of defect

Defect

percent

Cumulative

percent

Defect

name

Number

of defect

Defect

percent

Cumulative

percent

1
Half-width broken
weft

55 18.77 18.77 Broken warp 28 13.86 13.86

2 Stop mark 35 11.95 30.72 Stop mark 26 12.87 26.73

3 Broken warp 33 11.26 41.98 Slub 21 10.40 37.13

4
Full-width double
wefts

28 9.56 51.54
Double wefts 
half-width or less

18 8.91 46.04

5
Double weft half
width or less

21 7.17 58.7
Full-width double
wefts

17 8.42 54.46

6 Thin thick weft 18 6.14 64.85 Bad selvedge 16 7.92 62.38

7 Slub 17 5.8 70.65
Half-width broken
weft

12 5.94 68.32

8 Bad selvedge 17 5.8 76.45
Soiled-greased
warp

11 5.45 73.76

9 Fiber in color 12 4.1 80.55 Knot 10 4.95 78.71

10
Soiled greased
warp

11 3.75 84.3 Thin thick weft 9 4.46 83.17

11
Soiled greased
weft

10 3.41 87.71 Soil grease stain 9 4.46 87.62

12 Knot 10 3.41 91.13
Soiled greased
weft

6 2.97 90.59

13 Soil grease stain 8 2.73 93.86
Excessive warp
density

5 2.48 93.07

14
Excessive warp
density

4 1.37 95.22
Full-width broken
weft

2 0.99 94.06

15
Excessive weft
density

2 0.68 95.9 Loose-tight warp 2 0.99 95.05

16 Thin thick warp 2 0.68 96.59 Drawing-in defect 2 0.99 96.04

17 Drawing-in defect 2 0.68 97.27
Excessive weft
density

1 0.50 96.53

18 Lattice 1 0.34 97.61 Lattice 1 0.50 97.03

19 Warp fiber in color 1 0.34 97.95 Warp fiber in color 1 0.50 97.52

20 Thin thick warp 1 0.34 98.29 Thin thick warp 1 0.50 98.02

21 Double warps 1 0.34 98.63 Double warps 1 0.50 98.51

22 Missing warp 1 0.34 98.98 Missing warp 1 0.50 99.01

23 Temple mark 1 0.34 99.32 Temple mark 1 0.50 99.50

24 Hole-tear-burst 1 0.34 99.66 Hole-tear-burst 1 0.50 100.00

25
Full-width broken
weft

1 0.34 100 Fiber in color 0 0.00 100.00

Table 5
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Fig. 1. Pareto diagram showing defect amounts found on 35% PES-65% r-Cotton fabrics

Fig. 2. Pareto diagram showing defect amounts found on 35% PES-65% Cotton fabrics

Fig. 3. Fabric defects commonly encountered within the scope of this study: a – stop mark;
b – broken warp; c – slub

a                                                      b                                                     c



Apparel manufacturing processes and
percentage of second quality products

In total, 17 fabric rolls were sent to the cutting depart-
ment were spread and cut. The marker efficiency val-
ues are given in table 6. The marker includes each
one from four different sizes (36, 38, 40, 42). Each
spread included 100 plies. 5 spreads were laid for
53% PES – 65% r-Cotton and 5 for 35% PES – 65%
Cotton fabrics. Thus, total 10 spreads were laid.
When the fabric roll ends, or when a fabric defect
has to be cut out, splicing should be carried out to
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CUTTING AND SPREADING INFORMATION OF THE ORDER

Fabric type
Total
fabric

(m)

Planned
amount

to be cut

Number
of rolls

Number
of

spreads

Assort-
ment 

CAD Efficiency
(%)

Unit
assortment
length (m)

35% PES–65%
r-Cotton fabrics 

2372 2000 9 5 4 84.6 83.4 84.8 81.4 82.3 1.15

35% PES–65%
Cotton fabrics

2360 2000 8 5 4 83.8 81.9 84.5 82.1 81.8

Table 6

REALIZED ORDER INFORMATION

Fabric type
Total fabric

length
(m)

Planned
amount

to be cut

Splicing
number

First quality
(number)

Second
quality

(number)

Second quality
percentage in the

order (%)

35% PES–65% r-Cotton fabric 2372 2000 43 1902 98 4.9

35% PES–65% Cotton fabric 2360 2000 29 1945 55 2.75

Table 7

THE DEFECTIVE PRODUCT DISTRIBUTION IN THE ORDER

Fabric type

Cutting/      
measurement

defects
(number)

Dyeing/
printing
defect

(number) 

Sewing
defect

(number)

Weaving/
surface
defect

(number)

Others
Second
quality

(number)

Second quality
rate based on
weaving (%)

35% PES–65% 
r-Cotton fabric 

13 4 1 77 3 98 78.57

35% PES–65% 
Cotton fabric

11 3 2 38 1 55 69.09

Table 8

avoid incomplete fabric pieces. For 35% PES – 65%
r-Cotton and 35% PES, 65% Cotton fabrics 43 and
29 splicing actions were carried out respectively. For
each splicing, the overlapping fabric length was
between 20 and 60 cm. Once spreading and cutting
oprations have been completed, the enumerated
product pieces were bundled, labeled and dispatched
to the sewing room. After the sewing processes,
100% product quality inspection was carried out and
the first and second quality items were separated. 
In table 7, the first and second quality ratios obtained
at the end of production are given. According to this,
the second quality product ratio for 35% PES – 65%
r-Cotton and 35% PES – 65% r-Cotton fabrics are

CONCLUSIONS 

This study has been conducted in order to define and
determine defects encountered in weaving and
apparel production processes of fabrics manufac-
tured from recycled yarns and equivalent original
yarns. 
After weaving, 293 defects have been reported in
2372 meters of fabric produced by using 35% PES –
65% r-cotton yarn in weft and 202 defects have been
reported in 2360 meters of fabric produced by using
35% PES – 65% cotton yarn in weft. After the pro-
duction, it was seen that the ranking of defect types
shows difference between 35% PES – 65% r-Cotton
and 65% Cotton fabrics. By use of Pareto analysis

4.9% and 2.75%, respectively. The difference
between them is 2.15%.  
After the production, the distributions of defects for
the second quality products with irreparable defects
are shown in table 8. These defects include cutting
–measurement defects, dyeing-printing defects,
sewing defects, thread-weaving defects and other
defects. According to Table 8, the rates of weaving/
surface defective product in all defects are 78.57%
and 69.09% for the 35% PES – 65% r-Cotton and
35% PES – 65% Cotton fabrics, respectively.  
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technique, a number of defect types have been
arranged in terms of their prominence. By this
means, the most important fabric defects in recycled
fabrics have been determined. The specific defect
types confronted in recycled fabrics have been
observed as half-width broken weft defect, thin-thick
weft defect and fiber in color defect. It is not possible
to avoid all fabric defects found during woven fabric
quality inspection. However, it is necessary to care-
fully plan arrangements and developments related to
recycled yarn manufacturing which is the first step of
production in order to take the process under control
and to attain required product quality. It is impossible
to avoid all undesired fabric defects in the final prod-
uct before their occurrence. However, via reduction
of defective production, the require product quality
can be achieved and operating costs can be sub-
stantially decreased.     
At the end of apparel production, the fabric/surface
defective product rates in all defects for 35% PES –
65% r-Cotton and 35% PES – 65% Cotton fabrics
were 78.57% and 69.09%, respectively. The fabric/
surface defective product increase in shirts produced
from 35% PES – 65% r-Cotton fabrics was 9.48%. At
the end of the production, percentage of the second
quality products for 35% PES – 65% r-Cotton and
35% PES – 65% Cotton fabrics were 4.9% and

2.75%, respectively. When the two fabrics produced
at the same construction, under the same conditions
and in the same factory, are compared, it can be said
that the difference stems from recycled threads.
However, when the positive environmental contribu-
tions and economical advantages of recycled yarns
are taken into consideration, this difference should be
ignored. 
Based on its positive effect on the price and environ-
ment, the importance of yarn and fabric production
from recycled raw material is growing day by day.
Nevertheless, standardization of quality is needed for
recycled yarns. More research study is necessary
related to production of higher quality recycled yarns
and fabrics more efficiently.
It is suggested that determination of various mechan-
ical and physical properties of fabrics produced from
recycled yarns of different fiber blends and blend
ratios and improvement of these properties can be
the subject of future research.
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